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Executive Summary
Ths preliar investigation addresses key program elements for sonar sensing in a
shalow-water environment before development of a full Navy proposal. Such an investigation is
fundamenta to the establishent of bounds on possible solutions and to the reuction of program
uncertty. The modeling and experimental program addresse here is limted to two issues-the
potential degrdation of sonar data due to signal masking by shallow-water reverberation and
signal loss cause by extreme platform motions. These two issues were selecte as a researh
focus beause they are unique to the shallow-water environment and no literatue exists to guide
project development.
The reseach progr combined theoretical modeling of the two phenomena,
experienta valdation in a shalow-water environment, and furer development of a computer
model to explore paretrc sensitivity. Models simulating the signal motion loss cause by
extreme platform motions were develope. A reverbration model for estiating the average
reverberation intensity in the shalow water environment is presente. Computer simulation
results show that the performance of the models is good. These results are compar with real
sonar data from an initial dock-side test, which shows good agreement with the theoretical
predction.
As a result of the shallow-water experients and acoustic modelig, we conclude that: (1)
Signal motion loss is not the domiant factor for sonar in the freuency rage of interest (::200
kHz); rather, a high-qualty (velocity-aided) inertal navigation and atttude system wi be
suffcient to correct for geometrc distortons cause by platform motion. (2) Although surace
reverberation and multipath noise can be a factor, parcularly in shadow-mode imagig,
reverberation levels are rapidly attenuated at the frequencies of interest and beam patterns can be
manipulated to reject most interferences; echo-mode imaging is still dominated by the contrast
between taget strength and bottom reverberation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
It is anticipate that futue war wi involve third-world scenaros charactenze by
special operations/low-intensity conflicts (SOLIC) with amphibious assaults such as that used in
the Persian Gulf war. Doctre cals for both ingress and egress assault lanes, each approxiately
150-m wide and up to 2-km long for a regimenta-size assault force. Curent above-water
detonation tehnology, which seeks to explode mies with signcant overpressure, has ben
shown to be mialy effective. As a result, it is expete that there wil be up to 50 mies in
area of depth less than 10 ft which wil be clear using such diect-contact tehnques as towed
sled. There wi also be approxiately 10 to 15 mines in the shallow-water ara between 10 and
80 ft of depth. These mies wil consist of both older meta-baed contact tehnology and newer
composite-based inuence mies rangig in size from 3-ft diameter in the deeper water to 6-in
diameter nea the sur zone. The mies can be trggered from sense magnetic or electromagnetic
fields, sound, overpressur, or contact.
Speial-warar personnel ar curently deployed to emplace detonators on shallow-water
mies for subseuent destrction. The deployment and recovery of these swimers is extremely
dagerous beause of prematu detonations, malfunctioning equipment, and enemy defenders.
MI's Autonomous Systems Laboratory (ASL) and the Deep Submergence Laboratory (DSL)
of the Woo Hole Oceanographic Institution (WOn have ben workng with the Navy to
develop a proposal for the demonstration of small underwater vehicles, supervise by humans
operators remote from the hazardous operation, to clear mines in the shallow-water area. We
believe that such semi-autonomous underwater vehicles (SAUVs) can be an effective asset for
shalow-water mine countermeaures when designed and equipped with appropriate sensors and
actuators, all under the high-level management of recntly develope AI techniques for situate
reasnig.
2.0 APPROACH
In considerig a long-term approach to the problems of mie countermeasures in a
shallow-water environment by an SAUV, we generally partion our approach into thee
components: remote sensing and machie perception; platform engineering and close-loop
control; and reactive tactical control and mission management. For each component, we have
focuse two key experiments as a means of addrssing major programatic uncertnties. The
results of these experiments wi be used as initial parameters for a system-level simulation of the
larger problem.
A full treatment of the problem is not addresse here. Instea, we focus on sensing issues
germe to any solution for detetion, classification, and task-relative servoing, whether
accomplished manualy or semi-autonomously. Successful completion of such mission
components wil be largely determned by the qualty of available sonar data. The two
environmenta effects expected to most significantly degrade such data are signal maskig by
shalow-water reverbration and signal loss caused by extreme platform motions. To address
these two issues our researh progr combined theoretical modeling, experimenta validation in
a shalow-water environment, and furer development of a computer model to explore
parametrc sensitivity.
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Figu 1 Geometr of shalow-water experiments off WHI dock, showig a 300-kHz
forwar-scan sonar mounted on a remotely-operate vehicle.
2.1 Shallow- Water Experiments
To support theoretical analysis and numerical modeling, experienta testing was
conducte in a shalow-water environment off the WHOI dock using a remotely operate vehicle
(ROV). Figu 1 depicts the (down-looking) geometr for the experients, which use a 300-kHz
forwar-scan sonar, mehanicaly rotate with a precision stepping motor (Fig. 2). Although the
ROV was also equipped with a 2O-kHz sidescan sonar, tight scheduling constrints lite the
amount of tie avaiable for testig, and effort focuse on the 300-kHz system. Ths was not a
severe drawback beause the sonar's narow horizonta bes are identical to a tyical sidescan
system and could be used to validate both side- and forward-look geometres.
The forwar-scan sonar is a member of DSL's famy of phas-dierence systems, which
includes 120-kHz, 200-kHz, and 300-kHz sonar designed for seafoor imagig and swath-
bathymetrc mapping. The sonars were develope by DSL in conjunction with the Applied
Physics Laboratory (APL) of the University of Washington and Acoustic Marne Systems, Inc. of
Redond, Washington.
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Figue 2 300-kHz scang-sonar geometr.
The system has ben fully characterize against reference hydrophones at the APL
acoustic calbration facilty to quanti source level, beam pattrn, receiver sensitivity, and system
gai; both near- and far-field responses were considere The dual-receiver design also provides
phase inormtion that can be used to generate high-resolution swath bathymetr; system
calbration includes phase-center separation and acoustic-axs offset.
Transmit state, repetition rate, pulse lengt, and gai of the systems are operator
selectable. Oter signcant featues include digitiation at the receiver, multiple channels of
quadratue-deteted data, and a high-bandwidth optical-fiber li to the surace. For each receiver
channel (two per beam), a surace-selectable step gain is applied and the antialased signal is
quadatue sampled at 10 kHz. The digita signal is Manchester encoded at a 2-MHz clock rate
and trsmitt to the surace over a fiber-optic serial link (eight 16-bit numbers per sampling
interval). At the surace, the serial stream is decoded and digital data are trsferred to the surace
processor and merged with navigation (pressur depth, acoustic x-y-z) and atttude (flux-gate
compass, gyo, pitch, roll) data then time stape and reorded in digita form on 8-mm helical-
scan tape.
3.0 SIGNAL MOTION LOSS (SML)
3.1 Background
A sidescan sonar signal is generaly displayed and evaluated as a backscattred-intensity
image. For such imges, there ar two priar tys of distorton, geometrc and radometrc
(intensity). The former corresponds to a discrepancy between the relative location of the featue
on the image and its tre location on the seafoor; the latter is a deviation from the ideal linear
relation between image intensity and backscattring strengt of the materials on the seafoor.
Varous kids of distortons can be identified in each of these two categories (1), (2).
Intensity distortons in sidescan sonar images arse from a number of different sources.
Spherical spreadng and attenuation in water cause the acoustical intensity to decrease as sound
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Figu 3 Geometr of trsmission and reeption for a backscattred acoustic signal.
The more general bistatic case encompasses monostatic operation.
propagates away frm the vehicle. Another factor that afects the signal power is the decrease in
backscattrig intensity due to dishig grazg angles at increasingly longer range. Extensive
reseh has ben cared out to mitigate the problems associate with such distortons (1)-(6).
The genera approach is to apply a tie-varg gai (lG) to the retued signal, alowig the
user to adjust the image intensity to mae it as uniorm as possible.
However, another intensity distorton, which corrsponds to the platform motion of a
vehicle, remais alost untouched by previous work. The platform motion could cause
unexpete and unpredctable misalgnent of the transmittg and receiving beam pattrns,
resulting in a drp in the power level of the retued signal. Previous investigations have not
addressed th problem for thee reasns: (a) the lack of preise navigation infonntion makes it
hard to evaluate the signcance of the problem, (b) the tradtional use of sidescan sonar in caler
deep water makes it less signcant than in a shalow-water environment, and (c) the broader
azuth be width (at tyically lower fruencies) makes the received signal level relatively
insensitive to platform motion.
3.2 Theoretica Model
Figue 3 (1) ilustrates the geometr of motion-loss distorton. At time to, the transmittr,
at position Xl' emits a pulse of acoustic energ in the diction a(9, q.), where 9 is the vertcal
angle and q. is the aziuth angle. A receiver with trnslational and rotational components of
motion receives the backscattred acoustic energy. This process is continuous, stang with the
transmission of the sonar pulse unti it reaches its maximum detetable range. At a time t10 the
sound scattre by a surace patch Xs reaches the trnsducer located at the position x,. which
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points in the dition ar To describe the motion loss, a signal-motion-loss (SML) coeffcient can
be defied as:
J JBi (9, cj) Br (9, cj, t) BSM (9, cj, t) ds
= x,SML(t)
J JB¡ (9, cj) BSM (9, cj, t) ds
Xi (1)
where B,.9, cj) and B,(9, cj) are the transmittg and reciving beam pattrns, andxs is the
scattrig patch on the rage-surace ellpse. The backscattrig-strengt map (BSM) speifes
the backscattrig intensity on the patch.
In genera, the platorm has six degres of from, thee translational and thee
rotational. However, we can show that the SML caused by trslational motion is small enough to
be neglecte. Figue 4 compares the misalgnment of the be pattrns due to trslational
motion with that due to rotational motion. Figu 4a shows the effects of a translational motion at
10 mis, which is much higher than normal vehicle operatig spe. However, the misalgnment
in be pattrns can hardly be sen due to the considerably higher sound speed (1500 mis, about
two orders of magntude grater than the vehicle spe).
The scenaro is quite dierent for the rotational case, as shown in Fig. 4b, which
corrsponds to a rotational spe 10 degls. The percentage of the misaigned par increases with
tie, assumig a constat rotational spe. Although the model develope here includes the
translational motion case, calculations show that the SML due to the cross-trck translational
motion loss is less than 1 % and the along-trck translational motion at tyical vehicle spes
causes only a 5% drop in signal levels. In the following discussion we therefore neglect the
motion loss due to the translational motion and consider only the rotational case.
3.2.1 One-Dimensional Model
We begi with the simplest case: a one-dmensional determstic motion in a
homogenous medum. The theoretical beam pattrn of a lie aray is
_ ¡ sin (1Ct sin (9) ) i 2
B (9) - L '
;- sin (9)
(2)
where L is the aray lengt and Â. is acoustic wavelengt. Figues 5a and 5c show the beam
pattrns in polar coordinates with rotational spes of 10 degls and 20 degls respetively; Figs. 5b
and 5d show their countetpar in Carsian coordinates.
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Figu 4 Shifte beam patterns caused by translational and angular platform motions.
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Figu 5 Shifted be pattrns from angular motion in polar (a,c) and carsian
coordinate (b,d). Angular velocities are 10 deg/s (a,b) and 20 deg/s (c,d).
A change in the angle causes the receiver beam pattrn to move along the axs. The SML
is determed from the integr of the overlappe area. The one-diensional form of (1) is
derived by omittg a proportonality constat (7), giving
7t
i
SML (u) = f B1 (9) Br (u - 9) d9,
7t
2
(3)
where u is the angular shif due to platform motion. The uniform medum assumption implies
BSM is constat and for our puroses can be assumed to be unity without loss of generality. From
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Figu 6 One-dimensional signal motion loss (SML) for constat angular velocity.
Fig. 5 and (3) we see that this is a convolution process. With simplifing assumptions we derive
the analytcal expression of (3),
1 4(1t-u)SML(u) =-4 2( (2 ) (cos((k1t-ku)-cosku))2+2k1t
2k u 1t U-1t
-~sin(2ku) +!(cos2ku+2)ln( 1(2))u 1t- U (4)
Figu 6 shows the results of SML computed from (4) as functions of tie and rotational spee
using a constat sped for each cure, ilustrating a descendig trend of SML with increasing
rotational spe
3.2.2 Three-Dimensional Model
For a th-densional problem, diffculties in analytcally tang the double integral of
(1) lead us to adopt a numerical approach. Figue 7 shows the 3-D representations of theoretical
beam pattrns assumig a rectagular aray (4),
1tL 1tL 2
B (a, cp) = f sinc ( ')x sinacoscp) sinc ( ')Y sinasincp) J (5)
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Figu 7 Theoretical transmit and receive beam pattrns for a rectagular aray.
where Lx and Ly are liear dimensions of the ary and sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. The rotate reiver
beam pattrn B r can be calculated by rotating the bem axs using thee rotation matrces. Figues
7a and 7b are the transmittg and receiving beam pattrns as indicated; Fig. 7c shows the two
beam pattrns on the same grph. Figu 7d shows the result of multiplying the two beam patterns
of Figs. 7 a and 7b.
The the angles can be measur relative to the x, y, and z axes (Eulerian) or be expressed
as pitch, roll, and yaw, depending upon angular sensor input At each instat, the vehicle has a
yaw rotation sp Wz and a pitch rotation spe Wx' The tota effect causes the vehicle to rotate
around an axs in the cross-track plane at spe l- where W2= Wx2+ W/. The axis can be found
as shown in Fig. 8. We rotate the 3-D receiving beam pattern around this axs to get Br(8, cp, t).
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Figu 8 Composition of platform angular velocity.
By tag advantage of the narower along-track beam of sidescan sonar, we can simplify
the problem to two dinsions. The scattring field on the ensonifed patch can now be
approxiate as a constat, alowig us to factor out the BSM function from the integral over cp
and defie a new varable, the vertcal-motion-loss coeffcient, as
IBt (9, cp)Br (9, cp, t) dcpVMLC (t, 9) = I 2
Bt (9,cp)dcp
(6)
The advantage of such a defiition over (1) is that (6) gives pure motion effects on the scattrig
field.
Figus 9-11 show compute VMC using (6). The roll effect is simply a shift ofVMLC
in 9 and is not presented here. Figu 9 shows that the signal loss due to pitch is mimum along
the beam axis; Fig. 10 shows that signal loss due to yaw is maximum along beam axis. Figue 11
shows the composition of the two motions giving rise to a shifte motion-loss pattrn.
In practice, it is very diffcult to measure the angle of rotation at each instat in time
corrsponding to the sapling interval. Instead we can measure the rotational spe when the
sound pulse is trnsmitted then approximate the motion as linear with a constant speed. We can
make ths assumption beause of the short pulse lengt of a high-frequency sonar and a relatively
11
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Figu 9 Vertcal-motion-loss coeffcient (VLC) for a pitch rate of 10 degls.
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Figu 10 Vertcal-motion-loss coeffcient (VLC) for a yaw rate of 10 deg/s.
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Figu 11 Vertcal-motion-loss coeffcient (VLC) for a composite angular motion rates
in pitch and yaw, each at 10 deg/s.
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Figu 12 For a saple interval, T, angular motion is assumed constant.
slow change in platform motion, as shown in Fig. 12. If only angular measurements are avaiable,
instead of using angular rate measurments, we may use an approximate form for the angular rate,
a(k+i)-a(k)
w=
T (7)
where T is the elapse tie between the measurments of angular motion and k is the sample
number.
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3.3 Experimental Results
An experienta test was conducte durg shallow-water work off the WHOI dock using
a stepper motor mounte on the vehicle to rotate a forward-scan sonar (Fig. 2). Because of the
narw horizonta beamwidth of the forward-scan sonar, the test is equivalent to induce yaw
motion of a sidescan (or forwar-lookig) sonar. The test was conducte in relatively cal water
at a depth where surace-wave-induced motion was negligible. In this confgution the vehicle
was static, and the stepping motor could be used to simulate induce yaw motions at a measurable
and varble rate.
There are two progr seuences that control the motor motion and the tie between
successive sonar pings. The first progr commands the motor to remain at a fied position while
the sonar is pingig and collectig data the second program alows the CPU to synchronie the
pulse transmission with sonar scans so the receive beam is in constat motion durg recption of
a backscattred pulse.
The first data set corresponds to the sonar signal without motion loss; the seond can be
thought of as sonar data with a yaw-motion loss. We can then compute the SML by tang the
ratio of these two data sets. By normalizing the backscattrig cross section with respet to area (a
range-dependent function of beam pattern and grzig angle), the continuous bottom retu can
be considered as resultig from a constant taget strength over al ranges.
In our calculations, we simplify the problem by assuming that scattering is dominate by
diect bottm and sea-surace backscatter, ignoring scattering contrbutions from ,?ther ray paths.
For bottom backscattering, we use Lambert's law,
Sb = 10l0g (ii) + 20l0g (sina) (8)
where S b is the bottm backscattring strngth, ii is the bottom scattring constat, and a is the
grazg angle. For backscatterig from the sea surace, we adopt Marsh's empircal model (3),
Ss = -36+4010g(taa) (9)
where Ss stands for surace scattring. Figue 13 shows a tyical BSM function with bottm and
surace scattrig. Since scattrig from the surace (pak around vertcal angle -50 deg) is much
smaler than that from the bottom (pak around vertcal angle 50 deg), we intentionally
exaggerate the former by about 40 dB.
Figu 14 gives a comparson of the predcte SML with experiment results for a range of
about 75 m (0.1 s on the tie axis). Although the comparson is not exact, both data and the
simulate SML show simar tie dependence, which suggests that our motion-loss model is
vald. The noisy SML is largely the result of restrctig the scanning ara to a small setor so that
bottom inomogeneities over larger areas would not detract from results.
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4.0 REVERBERATION
4.1 Brief Description of the Acoustic-Reverberation Model
Difcult problems encountered in the study of sound propagation in a range-dependent
shalow-water environment ar mode coupling for low-frquency applications and wavegude
multipath for high-frequency applications. So far, there is no exact solution even for an idea
wedge (homogeneous meda with smoothed boundaes) with a penetrable bottom. Rough
interfaces (se surac and sebe) and inomogeneities with both the water colum and the
sement furer complicate theoretical predctions. In addition, bubble scattrig nea the sea
surace strongly depends on statitics of the rough interface and bubbles. The statistics ar
functions of ti and such environmenta factors as wid sp
Thus, an acoustic reverberation model in a realstic shalow-water wavegude involves at
least thee separate issues: wave propagation in a penetrable waveguide, scattrig from rough
interfaces, and the volume scattring from bubbles and sedent inhomogeneities. Each of these
is a dicult topic in underwater acoustics. A general acoustic-reverberation model should tae
into account not only the th separate aspets mentioned above but also the more complicated
interactions among them.
It is impractical to obtan accurte predctions for such a problem, at least at the curent
stage. However, it is possible to use either a simplied model, an empircal model, or some
combination of the two to approximately describe acoustic behaviors in a shalow-water
environment The model should encompass the essential physical processes and can be used to at
least qualitatively addrss some of the basic acoustic issues. -
It is not our intention to develop any "new" theoretical models but to adpt or mody
some existig models to fit our purose. The acoustic model used in this report incorporate the
following assumptions:
a) homogeneous water column;
b) perfect reflection from sea surace (reflection coeffcient is -1); and
c) constat slope with small roughness compard to the footprit.
Other featues of the curnt model include:
a) accounts for multiple bounces (reflections), but only the fist scattring either from the sea
surace or from the ocean bottom;
b) applies an empircal model to surace scattrig;
c) applies a composite-roughness model to bottom scattring, which includes empircal
models for volume scattring and bottom attnuation; and
d) assumes the separabilty between incident and scatterig diections for scatterig, i.e.,
F scalk¡. k,) = F bik¡)F blk,), where F bs is the backscattring function (8).
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4.2 Theoretical Model
4.2.1 Propagatn
Since the frequencies of interest in ths study ar relatively high (wavelengt is much
smaler than the scale of the shalow-water waveguide), a few eigenrys ar adequate to describe
the propagation of an acoustic wave. The geometr of our problem is depicte in Fig. 15a for
bottom scattrig and in Fig. 15b for surace scattrig, where only four rays are shown for each
case. Figu 16 ilustrtes the geometr of relevant parameters requir by the model includig
propagation distace, outgoing and incomig angles, as well as incident and scattring angles.
Varables in Fig. 16 are:
So source location
RO receiver location
S¡ ith order source images
Ri ith order receiver images
'I wedge angle
~ sO angular coordinate of soure
~rO angular coordinate of receiver
'sO radal coordinate of source (OSO = OSi = OS:i
, rO radal coordiate of receiver (ORO = OR i)
~s anguar coordate of soure image
~r anguar coordinate of receiver image
9r reflection grazing angle
9i incident gring angle of bottom scattering
92 scattring grazng angle of bottom scattering
hs z coordiate of source image (S2A)
hr z coordiate of receiver image (R iB)
'YO outgoing angle (trsmit)
'Yi incomig angle (receiving)
!i horizonta offset (AB)
Lx horizonta distance between source image and the scatterig point (AQ)
'i distace between the source image and the scatterig point
(tota transmittg distance = QS2)
r2 distace between the receiver image and the scatterig point
(tota receiving ditace = QRi)
20
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Figu 15 Geometr of bottom scattring ray paths in a shallow-water waveguide for
down-slope propagation. For each case only four rays associated with fist-
order scattering are shown.
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Figu 15 Geometr of surace scatterig ray paths in a shalow-water waveguide for
down-slope propagation. For each case only four rays associated with fist-
order scatterig are shown.
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Figu 16 Geometr of a transmit ray showing relevant parmeters.
Let R = r1 + r2 = ct, where c is sound spe and t is time, then
ct = Jh;+I;+Jh;+ (lx-A)2, (10)
where
hs = r sOsin~s
hr = r rOsin~r
A = rrOcos~r - rsocos~s'
~s = 2,1+ ~so
~r = 2,1 - ~rO
(11)
Substitutig varables from (11) into (10) and solving for lx, we have
-B:f JB2 - 4ACIx = 2A ' (12)
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where
A2
A = 1--
R2
M
B = 2A ( - - 1)
R
C = h2+A2_M2
. r
R2 _h2+ h2+A2M= s r2R
The plus and mius signs in (12) correspond to down-slope and up-slope propagation,
respetively. We can now express other varables in term of Ix as
r 1 = J h; + I;
r2 = Jh;+ Ux-A)2
and
81 = alan (;:J
82 = alan (Ix ~ A)
6r = 61 +2",
The ensonied area,!!, is
ct r1AS = ~ r1-6 = ~er1ct-1 'e cos  x
where t is the pulse lengt and cf e is the equivalent horizonta beamwidth. For a rectagular
transducer, we use the relation given in (4),
À
1000g~ e = 1000g 2xL + 9.2,
where L is trnsducer lengt.
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
By combing the above results, the average reverberation intensity can be expresse in
terms of the scattrig coeffcient, F searlk¡. kr), and the other geometrc terms given by (14)-(17)
as
F (61' 62) e -a(r, +r:J
I = 2 2 ASR b (6 r) ,
rir2 (18)
where 6r is the reflection grg angle, Rb is the reflection coeffcient for a planar interface, and ex
is the attnuation constat. A more general expression includig multiple bounces between the
sea surace and the bottom can be obtaed by replacing the reflection coeffcient term in (18)
appropriately.
The average reverberation intensity for.surac scattrig has the same form as (18). For
convenience, in the surace-scattrig confguation we use the sea surace as the horizonta axis.
Mior modcations are neeed to obtan the correspondig parameters in the new coordnate
system.
4.2.2 Scatering
Because of inadequate studies in the area of bistatic scattering from a rough interface, a
pseudobistatic approach (8) is used in our modeL. The scatterig function, F searlk¡. kr), is assumed
to have an approximate form,
Fscat (k¡, kr) = F bs (k) F bs (kr) . (19)
where F bs is the backsattrig function; k¡ and kr represent the incident and receiving diections,
respetively. It is apparnt that for backscattring (19) gives the corrct answer. Although not
accurte to describe bistatic scattring, it is satisfactory for our curent study, as in most cases the
eigenrays of diect bottom backscatterig contrbute most to the tota scattering field.
For scattrig from the sea surace, considering that transducers ar mounte with a
downward tit in most cases, the beam pattrn and inherent angular dependence of surace
scattring make scattrig from the sea surace insigncant when compared with the tota
scattre field, except at the instat when the transmitted signal just reaches the ai-water
interface, which results in a strong coherent-scattrig component. Furermore, the analytcal
expressions use to describe scattring from the sea surace are complicate beause of the
interactions between surace and volume scatterig. Keeping these facts in mind, we use a simple
empircal scattring model to approximate the scattrig process by the sea surace. The model
includes wid spe and bubble scattrig effects. In our computer programs, there ar options
for severa dierent empircal models (4).
For bottom scattring, we use the composite-roughness model to incorporate two-scale
interface roughness, volume scatterig of the sement, and attenuation in the water and sedment.
More detaed descriptions of this model can be found in (5), (6).
Figus 17 and 18 show the tie series of reverberation level for up-slope and down-slope
propagations with a source of unit intensity. In these figues the vertcal transducer response is
shown (i.e., for a normal sidescan-sonar geometr, the vehicle would be moving nonn to the
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Figu 17 Tune series of reverberation level (RL) for down-slope propagation in a
shallow-water waveguide. The spik cure is from experienta data; the
smoothed cure is the theoretical predction.
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page). The 0.2-s tie series corrsponds to a range of 150 m (300-m swath). Tùt angle denotes the
transducer mountig angle from the horizonta plane (downward is positive). The spik cures
are experintal data collecte off theWHOI dock; the smoothed cures are corrspondig
theoretical prections.
Some parameters use in computations ar indicate in the figues, whie other parters
relate to bottom and subbottom propertes and reuired in the simulations are consistent with
values given in (6). Since the system was not fuly calbrated the absolute reverbration level was
adjuste to obta best fit Although the absolute level is a fre parter in Figs. 17 and 18, the
genera trnds of the reverberation cures agree with the experienta data reaonably well,
which fuer confs our acoustical modeL.
From Figs. 17 and 18 we can see that, as expete, the reverberation cure for up-slope
propagation decreases more slowly than for down-slope propagation. With the same tit angle for
both up-slope and down-slope propagation, the angle between the incomig wave (resultig frm
diect bottom backscatterig) and the beam axis is smaller for up-slope propagation than for
down-slope propagation. A smaler angle results in less reduction in echo level due to the
transducer beam pattrn.
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5.0 TARGET DETECTABILITY
In ths setion, we combine two models-motion loss and acoustic reverbration, both
discusse separately in the previous sections-and investigate overal sonar performance in a
shalow water envirnment We calculate the effective vertcal-beam-motion-loss coeffcient
(VC) defied in (6), then combine it with the 2-D vertcal reciving beam pattrn to form the
effective vertcal receiving beam pattrn, which in tu is use by the reverberation-level (RL)
algorith
We use an echo-reverberation ratio as a reference quantity to evaluate the sonar
performance in terms of the detetable bottom swath width (OBSW). The echo-reverberation
ratio represents the "signal" (backscattring cross section of taget) to "noise" (spherical
spreadng, attnuation, and beam-pattern-compensate reverberation intensity) ratio, which is a
measur of taget detetabilty.
We use the DBSW as a composite measure of performance for the echo-mode detection of
both midwater and bottom-proud tagets. In this mode, a taget is detectable if the echo-
reverberation ratio excee a given detetion theshold (OT). This measur does not address
shadow-mode detetion, where bottom reverberation levels must exceed surace reverberation
plus ambient- and system-noise levels.
Although our moel can be easily use to predct shadow-mode performance, our effort
in this report focus on echo-reverberation ratio for the purose of demonstrating modelig
capabilties. We also constrai our range of pareters and results to demonstrte modeling
capabilties rather than to give an exhaustive analysis over all possible sonar systems and
environmnta conditions. Our ai has ben to develop a tool for analysis that can be applied to
other cases in support of a more focused proposal or design effort
5.1 Echo-Reverberation Ratio
From the sonar equation, the echo-reverberation ratio can be expressed as the difference
between echo level (EL) and reverberation level (4),
EL-RL = TS- (Ss+ 1000gA), (20)
where TS represents taget strength, S s denotes scattring strengt, and A is the equivalent
scattering area Both terms on the right hand side include infuences of vehicle motion as
discussed in Section 3.0. Note that the second term on the right-hand side (in parenthesis)
represents a pure scattrig field.
Figu 19 ilustrtes such a pure scattering field for a parcular cas where a random noise
background has been added. Since the noise is more or less stationar while the real back scattered
signal from the surace or bottom is strongly range dependent, at larger rages noise wil
dominate the tota scattring field. Hence, the range and attenuation corrections in computing the
scattrig strengt S sin (20) result in an increased scattring field.
Although our program has the capabilty to model tagets with different shapes and
material propertes at different orientations, for simplicity and consistency we use the sae taget
thoughout our analysis since the echo-reverbration ratio is a function of taget strength for a
given geometr. In the following examples we used a prolate spheroid of stainless steel with a
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broadside incidence. The taget strengt was calculate using a moded high-pass backscattrig
model (9). Although the high-pass model smooths out all scattrig strctus, it can be
considered a reasonable model as long as an averaging process is use (10). More detaed studies
of taget scattrig involving frequency and orientation dependencies can be found elsewhere
(11)-(14).
Figu 20 shows the imge plot of the echo-reverberation ratio, the contour of which are
shown in Fig. 21. Figus 22-24 ilustrte echo-reverberation-ratio contour for dierent cases;
the open circle at zero range indicates soure/reeiver position (backscattr). Figu 22 shows that
a narower beamwidth gives a more diectional detetable area (volume). When the transducer
looks upward, more area (volume) in the upper water column is sense (Fig. 23); looking
downward, more area (volume) in the lower water column is sense (Fig. 24).
To study the dependence of the taget detectabilty more effciently, we defie DBSW as
the swath width between the intersetions of the ocean bottm with 6-dB echo-reverberation-ratio
contour lines (horizontal distance between a and b in Fig. 24). We ignore the region near nad,
which results from a null of the transducer beam pattern. Although the DBSW is defied in terms
of bottom coverage, this is only a convenient (and relevant) measur of performance. The trends
identied in following results apply equally well to midwater tagets.
5.2 Results and Discussions
Al results shown in this subsection are only par of our sensitivity study but are
representative in terms of DBSW. Initially there were 11 candidate varables considered importt
to our study: transducer depth; tit angle (transducer mounting angle); transducer lengt and
width, which control beam pattrn; bottom slope; bottom depth; acoustic impeance contrast
across the seafoor, which afects bottom scattrig and reflection; wind spe, which afects
surace scattrig; and vehicle angular velocities (roll, pitch, and yaw).
Results for surace scattring are not shown since, according to early modeling, DBSW is
almost unchanged with wind sped varation within a reasonable range, and DBSW plots are
therefore featueless. Likewise, DBSW versus vehicle roll motion is not shown beause, even
though it afects the received echo level, it has litte effect on DBSW. This is beause both taget
strengt and reverberation level are afected approximately proportonally due to the vehicle roll
motion. Therefore, the following analysis focuses on the remaining nine candidate varables.
Figus 25-40 are representative results of our sensitivity study and show a famly of the
DBSW cures plott against one of the nine candidate varables (varable 1). Each individual
cure corresponds to a chosen value of one of the eight remaining candidate varables (varable
2). The other seven varables ar held constat and set to reasonable default values lite in Table
1. In the following par we discuss the dependence of DBSW on all nine varables in more detal
and explain the results in terms of the underlying physics.
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Figue 20 2-D image of echo-reverberation ratio in a shallow-water waveguide. All
computational parameters are the same as in Fig. 19. The target is a stainless
steel prolate spheroid òf length 0.9 m with an aspect ratio 3: 1. Target strength
is computed on the assumption of broadside incidence.
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Figure 21 Echo-reverberation ratio contours using the same parameters as in Fig. 20. The
open circle at zero range indicates the source/receiver location (backscatter).
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Table 1: Default Computation Parameters
Varable Value
slope 0.1
tota depth 1 16.8m
trsducer depth 6.5m
fruency 30.0 kHz
pulse lengt 20.0 J.s
transducer lengt 22.5 cm
transducer width 5.0 mm
tilt angle2 10.0 deg
sound velocity (water) 1500.0 m/s
sound velocity (sedment) 1510.0 m/s
water density 1.0 g1cm3
sedint density 1.2 g1cm3
1. depth at zer rage (x=)
2. trducer mount angle; downward is positive
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5.2.1 Transducer Depth (Figs. 25 and 36):
In genera, DBSW increass as the trsducer position moves closer to the bottom. Ths featue
can be understoo easily by realizing that as the transducer approaches the bottom, for a constant
range correspondig to a parcular tie, the backscattring grazg angle decreass, which
produces a weaker scattrig backgrund. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio increases and results in a
larger DBSW.
It is interestig that there ar discontinuities observed in Fig. 36 (solid lie). Such a discontiuity
is caused by the sudden searation and touching between the 6-d contour lies and the se
bottom. Ths phenomenon can be seen clearly in Figs. 21-23, where the 6-d contours are just
above the ocea bottom on the down-slope side. There ar many places where such
discontiuities ocur in other figues.
5.2.2 Til Angle (Figs. 26, 27, and 40):
DBSW increass as the tit angle increases. It is obvious that more "volume" near the bottom can
be ensonied or sense with the trsducer tilted downwards.
5.2.3 Transducer Widh-Vertcal Beam Pattrn (Figs. 25, 26, and 28-30):
DBSW increases as the trsducer width increases (vertcal beamwidth decreases). Narower
vertcal beamwidth results in less scatterig from the ray paths going out/coming in along the
diections away from the be-axis. Thus, the tota scattered field decreases and for trsducers
tilte facing down (positive tit angle) DBSW increases.
5.2.4 Transducer Length-Horiontal Beam Patern (Figs. 28, 31, and 37):
Incras in transducer lengt is equivalent to a narower horizonta beamwidth and a smaler
ensonified area. This eventually maniests itself as less scattring from both the bottom and the
sea surace, resulting in a larger DBSW.
5.2.5 Vehicle Motion:
There are th dierent results with respect to different vehicle motions:
(a) DBSW decreases as yaw speed increases (Figs. 29, 34, and 35);
(b) DBSW increass as pitch spee increases (Figs. 31,32, and 38); and
(c) DBSW is insensitive to roll spe (not shown).
For case (a), with the given transducer beam patterns, the larger the speed of motion the smaller
the overlappe volume between transmittng and reeiving bem patterns. Since at any parcular
tie the motion loss is maxmum in the dition of the beam axis (Fig. 10), the reduction in
scattred field comes maiy from the diect bottom backscattring, whose path is around the
beam axs. At the same time, since we detect swath width at the bottom, the signal scattred from
the taet (assumed to be located at the bottm) decreass at the sae rate as that from the diect
bottom backscattrig, whie scattring along other ray paths decreass less than that from the ray
path along the beam axs (Le., due to vehicle motion the percentage reduction of the tota
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scatter field without the scattrer is less than the percentage reduction in the taget strengt).
This unbalance reuction causes a lower signal-to-noise ratio and results in a smaler DBSW.
Another interestig phenomenon is that a larger taget gives a stronger dependence of DBSW on
yaw sp. Ths can be sen by comparng Fig. 34 with Fig. 35, where the volume of the taget
use in Fig. 35 is about 16 ties as large as that use in Fig. 17. When a larger taget is used, the
DBSW beomes larger and its detetable boundar corresponds to a later time and a lower
reverbration leveL. Hence, the noise contrbution to the tota scattre field beomes more
importnt Because the noise field is independent of motion, the reverberation (noise) background
remais unchanged or is slightly reduced. On the other hand, the backscattred signal from the
taget is also reduced due to the vehicle motion, but as a percentage it is more than that for the
reverbration background. Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio decreses faster than in the smaler
taget cas.
For cas (b) (pitch), the motion loss is minimum along be axs (Fig. 9). Followig the
discussions for case (a), we can conclude that the percentage reduction of tota scattered field in
the waveguide without the scatterer is larger than that from a single taget. Thus, a larger DBSWis expete. .
For case (c), although roll changes the reeived signal level, it also simultaeously changes the
received signal from the taget. In addition, since the vertcal beamwidth is much larger than the
horizonta, in contrast with cas (4), the equivalent beam pattrn due to roll doesn't change very
much unless the spe of motion is very lare. Therefore DBSW remais virally unchanged
5.2.6 Bottm Scatering (Figs. 33 and 39):
DBSW in genera decreases as acoustic-impedance contrast increass, but the dependency is
weak as the bottom scattrig is relatively insensitive to the impednce contrt at the seafoor
interlace for smal grng angles.
5.2.7 Bottm Slope (Figs. 27, 30, 32, and 34-39):
DBSW deceaes as slope increases (Note that the actual slope in negative. For simplicity, we use
. absolute value of slope thoughout ths report). As the slope increass, backscattring grazng
angle increass for up-slope propagation and decreases for down-slope propagation. An increase
or a decreas in grzig angle causes a decrease or an increse, respetively, in the backscattring
field. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, reverberation for up-slope propagation deceases more slowly
than for down-slope propagation; hence, the change in scattring field due to slope on the up-
slope propagation side appears to be more importnt than that on the down-slope propagation
side. Thus, it is expete that the amount of decreas DBSW on the up-slope propagation side is
larger than the amount of increased DBSW on the down-slope propagation side.
5.2.8 Bottm Depth (Figs. 33 and 40):
It is observed that DBSW decreass as bottom beomes deeper. As bottom depth increass, for a
fixed rage, the backscattring grazng angle at the bottom is larger than that with a shallower
bottom. The increased backscattrig field due to a larger grazing angle results in a smaller
DBSW.
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5.3 Summary of Sensitivity Analysis
..
To conclude our sensitivity studies and to offer a more intuitive overview of the above
discussions on the dependency (sensitivity) of DBSW on the dierent varables, Table 2
summarzes the results. Varables frm left to right (symetrc to those frm top to bottm) are
arnged accordig to thei relative inuences on DBSW. In other word, trsducer depth causes
DBSW to increae the most whie bottom depth causes DBSW to increas the leat (decreas the
most).
..
The value of subscpt of I (increae) or D (decrease) reflects the degree of the change in
DBSW, defined as:
0: O.c Ssw":= 10 (m)
1: 10.c Ssw.c= 20 (m)
2: Ssw" 20 (m)
where Õsw represents the change in DBSW Mixed behavior (denote by M) means there was no
apparent or consistent incring or deceasing trend. In each retagle in the table, there ar two
values; the one above the diagonal dahed lie describes the dependence of DBSW on the
varable in the sae column (varable 1) while the one below the diagonal descbes the
dependence of DBSW on the varable in the sae row (varable 2). We note here that the decision
of whether DBSW is an increase (denoted by n or a decrease (denote by D) in Table 2 is base
on a visual average over the thee cures in each plot It is, thus, a qualtative measur of how
DBSW changes in terms of different varables.
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TABLE 2. Performance Sensitivity
~
Xducer uu Xducer Xducer Pitch Impeanc ~ Yaw Bottm Bottm
Dept Angl Width Lengt Spe contrt Sped Slope Depth
Var2 (H) (OJ (l) (I) (vo) (Z) (Vy) lK) (H
Xducer
.......12 ........12 i'.Ji 'i',., 10 
.. .
.
'.
.......DiDept i..M Ì:t~O12........ 12......... 2 '. 2..... 12.........2 . '.(Hx) ...... '. '. ...... ..
uu
......... 12
.
'.
.......Ii
'. . .
........Di ..... D2'. M
i.... 
10 
'i....~c t...PoAngle
'.
'.
12........ 12
'.
Ii....... 12...... I;.........(OJ . 2 ". 2 ". 2 ........ '. .... ....'. .. '.
Xducer
........12
..
.......12
Ì.......Io
.......DO .........DO
'.
~..P2
'.
........D2Width
12......... M....
........Ii
Ii.......... 12 ........ M'12 ....... 2 . ..(l) '. ...... ..... ..". .'.
Xducer
.Ì......12
..
.........12
..
.........DO
.
'.
Ì~....~~. .Ì;....~. '. D 'i.....Di .......D2Lengt i;.......~~(I) 2 ....... 12 ........ 12......... 2 ..... 12........ ..
Pitch
~....~2 '~..i2
.~....!2
.~...~~ .
......DO ........DI
..
~.~2Speed '.
li.......... li .........(vO)
..
.....
....
....
.... ....
lmpedanc t...... I
.........12
0.....12
..........12
~~.....~ D....PC
........Di ~..D2
contrast M......~ DO........ DO........ DÒ....... '.(Z) 0..' 0.......
'.
....
.....
Yaw .,
.........DO
.ri....Pi
.........D2Speed
ri....12 ti..J2 ti....12
..........12
(Vy) 0'.. 0....... i...... DO....... Df"...... 0....... Do"......... .'.
Bottm
..........12 .........12
..
.. M .........12
tiÌ""'~
.........DO ..........DO .........D2Slope -
D~i"...... Di.........(Ks) Di....... Di........ Di........ Di........ Di......
Hottm
.........12
~ì..~
..........Ii
.i)ì...~
......M
ti2.~~
........DIDepth
(H D2....... D2........ Dì....... Di..........
I: Increase in DBSW
D: Decrease in DBSW
M: Mixed behavior (no
apparent increasing
or decreasing trend)
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
In ths study, we have investigate the overa sonar performance in terms of the
detetabilty of a taet We have included the effects of: (a) vehicle motion resultig in a motion
loss in most cass; and (b) reverberation in a shallow water wavegude with sma roughness
boundaes and a penetrle bottm. Although the model is only approxiate, the results
qualtatively provide us with parameters for defig sonar performance under dierent
circumstaces.
In genera, DBSW has strnger dependence on the geometrc confgution of the sonar
system, such as transducer position and tit angle, than on such a physical propertes of the
environmnt as acoustic impece. In another words, it is possible to optize the system
configuation to obta the best sonar performce.
It is surrising that although vehicle motion can greatly afect the echo level, in most cases
DBSW is relatively insensitive to vehicle motion and the results should be tested whenever
possible. The weak dependence of DBSW on bottom acoustic impece contrast is also quite
surrising.
It is wort pointig out that since we used a simple quantity, DBSW, as a stadad in
evaluatig sonar performce and beause of the discontinuities in DBSW observed in many
plots, DBSW may not reflect the tre detetable volume of interest in some cirumstaces.
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